NORTH CAROLINA PERKS LETTER

[ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTY PRICING]
New pricing effective April 7, 2021

Choosing Loebsack & Brownlee as your Eviction Service Partner comes with some
“perks” that we think you might enjoy.
The first “perk” is that we provide flat fee pricing for ALL types of eviction cases,
not just for non-payment of rent. With Loebsack & Brownlee, your properties will not
have to pay “by the hour” anymore for any of their eviction cases, including tenant
appeals.
We have three tiers of flat fee pricing for our conventional residential evictions:
1) Basic: $70 per eviction (non-payment of rent cases).
2) Intermediate: +$65 added to Basic per eviction (cases where no outside
witnesses are needed - e.g. pets, insurance lapse, falsified application, and other
similar).
3) Complex: +$225 added to Basic per eviction (cases with complex legal issues
or 3rd party witnesses are required - e.g. criminal activity, unauthorized
occupants, damage to premises, and other similar).
Using our Administrative Filing Service, our team will prepare and file your cases
(including scheduling a court date convenient for you). A member of your staff attends
the hearing instead of our attorneys, but they still save hours of lost productivity.
The second “perk” with our service is that Loebsack & Brownlee does not charge
extra for any legal questions that a Property may have about the eviction cases we file
for you. Phone calls and emails about any of the evictions you file with us are included as part
of our flat fee pricing…no legal bills.
Finally, Loebsack & Brownlee can also offer (accepted on a case-by-case basis) fixedfee pricing for representing you in tenant appeals cases that arise out of evictions that we file.
For each case, a fixed fee is discussed and agreed upon and then charged at the outset of
our representation. Additional fees may be required, but as with all of our pricing, the
fees are flat rates and presented to you in advance.

